A navigated mechatronic system with haptic features to assist in surgical interventions.
In orthopaedic surgery, the development of new computer-based technologies such as navigation systems and robotics will facilitate more precise, reproducible results in surgical interventions. There are already commercial systems available for clinical use, though these still have some limitations and drawbacks. This paper presents an alternative approach to a universal modular surgical assistant system for supporting less or minimally invasive surgery. The position of a mechatronic arm, which is part of the system, is controlled by a navigation system so that small patient movements are automatically detected and compensated for in real time. Thus, the optimal tool position can be constantly maintained without the need for rigid bone or patient fixation. Furthermore, a force control mode of the mechatronic assistant system, based on a force-torque sensor, not only increases safety during surgical interventions but also facilitates hand-driven direct positioning of the arm. A prototype has been successfully tested in clinical applications at the Orthopadische Universitätsklinik Frankfurt. For the first time worldwide, implantation of the cup prosthesis in total hip replacement surgery has been carried out with the assistance of a mechatronic arm. According to measurements by the digitizing system, operating tool angle deviation remained below 0.5 degrees, relative to the preoperative planning. The presented approach to a new kind of surgical mechatronic assistance system supports the surgeon as needed by optimal positioning of the surgical instruments. Due to its modular design, it is applicable to a wide range of tasks in surgical interventions, e.g., endoscope guidance, bone preparation, etc.